Dose reduction of bone morphogenetic protein-2 for bone regeneration using a delivery system based on lyophilization with trehalose
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Introduction: To induce sufficient new bone formation, high doses of bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) are applied in regenerative medicine that often induce serious side effects. Therefore, improved treatment strategies are required. Here, we investigate whether the delivery of BMP-2 lyophilized in the presence of trehalose reduced the dose of BMP-2 required for bone regeneration.

Materials and methods: A new growth factor delivery system was fabricated using BMP-2-loaded TiO2 nanotubes by lyophilization with trehalose (TiO2-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2). We measured BMP-2 release characteristics, bioactivity, and stability, and determined the effects on the osteogenic differentiation of bone marrow stromal cells in vitro. Additionally, we evaluated the ability of this formulation to regenerate new bone around implants in rat femur defects by microcomputed tomography (micro-CT), sequential fluorescent labelling, and histological analysis.


Conclusion: Our findings indicate that delivery of BMP-2 lyophilized with trehalose may be a promising method to reduce the dose of BMP-2 and avoid the associated side effects.
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Introduction

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are a family of bone growth factors that strongly induce new bone formation. Among BMPs, BMP-2 is considered to be the most potent and has been widely used to regenerate bone. As BMP-2 may be easily lost from implanted sites through diffusion or because of its short in vivo half-life, high doses are often applied for clinical treatment. However, high dosages of BMP-2 increase the cost of treatment and also cause unexpected serious complications, including ectopic new bone formation, osteolysis, excessive immune responses, postoperative neurological impairment, and compromised airways. Therefore, novel methods for reducing the dose of BMP-2 are needed to prevent the occurrence or reduce the severity of these adverse effects.

The osteogenic bioactivity, capacity, and optimum dose of BMP-2 for achieving effective bone regeneration depend on the system for BMP-2 delivery. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an appropriate delivery system for BMP-2 in order to reduce...
the dose required for bone regeneration. Owing to their good biological performance, TiO$_2$ nanotube layers have been extensively studied and used as carrier materials in regenerative medicine.\textsuperscript{13,-15} Coadministration of growth factors, such as BMP-2, with TiO$_2$ nanotube layers may significantly increase the osteoinductive capacity.\textsuperscript{16} However, the local delivery of growth factors also has several shortcomings, including uncontrolled flow and potential inactivation by heat, extreme pH, or proteases, thereby shortening the duration of efficacy.\textsuperscript{17,18} Accordingly, the loading of biological molecules onto scaffolds by coating them via lyophilization has recently gained interest. Lyophilization, also referred to as freeze-drying, is an efficient approach that has been commonly applied to improve the chemical and physical stability of biomolecules.\textsuperscript{19} However, this process generates various stresses that may lead to the inactivation of biomolecules during the freezing and drying steps.\textsuperscript{20,21} Hence, protectants are often employed to keep biomolecules from freezing and desiccation stresses.\textsuperscript{22} Trehalose, a naturally nonreducing disaccharide present in diverse organisms, is the most potent and widely studied stabilizer, exhibiting several advantages over other materials, including reduced rates of fermentation, non-toxicity, and a slower pH response.\textsuperscript{23,24} Lyophilized calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite scaffolds with trehalose have been shown to enable long-term release of BMP-2 while retaining protein activity and stability.\textsuperscript{25} Recent studies have used lyophilized BMP-2 with the addition of trehalose (Lyo/Tre) loaded on scaffolds for enhanced osteogenesis.\textsuperscript{25,26} However, despite these advantages of preserving protein activity and stability, the potential applications of Lyo/Tre for BMP-2 dose reduction have not been studied to date.

In this work, we aim to determine whether the delivery of BMP-2 lyophilized in the presence of trehalose (Lyo/Tre) reduced the BMP-2 dose required for effective bone regeneration. A new growth factor delivery system was fabricated using BMP-2-loaded TiO$_2$ nanotubes by lyophilization following the addition of trehalose (TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2). We measured BMP-2 release characteristics, bioactivity, and stability, and determined the effects of this BMP-2 formulation on osteogenic differentiation of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) in vitro. Furthermore, we examined the ability of TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 to regenerate new bone around implants in rat femur defects. The bone formation around implants induced by TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 was compared with that induced by BMP-2-loaded TiO$_2$ nanotubes (TiO$_2$-BMP-2) to determine whether the new delivery system for BMP-2 allows reduction of the dose required for new bone formation.

Materials and methods

Substrate preparation

The TiO$_2$ nanotube layers were fabricated using Ti thin foils (thick, 0.25 mm) or rods (diameter, 2 mm; length, 8 mm) with a purity of 99.5\% (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA) by anodization. First, the Ti foils or rods were immersed in a mixture (2 mL of 48\% hydrofluoric acid (HF), 3 mL of 70\% HNO$_3$, and 100 mL of deionized water) for 5 min to remove the naturally formed outer oxide layer, followed by rinsing in deionized water and drying under a nitrogen stream. Then, the nanotubes were fabricated in an electrolyte solution containing 0.5\% HF (w/v) and 1 M H$_3$PO$_4$ with a potentiostat (voltage, 20 V) for 3 h.\textsuperscript{27} Finally, the samples were sintered at 500°C for 2 h to crystallize the as-deposited amorphous-structured TiO$_2$ nanotubes. All nanotubes were sterilized in a steam autoclave at 120°C for 30 min before use.

BMP-2 radio-iodination and nanotube loading

To investigate the release kinetics of BMP-2 in vitro, the loaded BMP-2 (Rebone, Shanghai, China) was radiolabeled with $^{125}$I and the final concentration of $^{125}$I-BMP-2 was adjusted to 0.2 mg/mL in PBS, as previously described.\textsuperscript{28} For the lyophilization of the BMP-2 group, $^{125}$I-BMP-2 solution mixed with 1 M trehalose\textsuperscript{14} at a fixed volume of 30 μL/sample was dripped onto TiO$_2$ nanotubes prepared on foil (TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2). Using this method, each foil was loaded with 6 μg of $^{125}$I-BMP-2. Then, $^{125}$I-BMP-2 solution (0, 1.5, 2.5, or 5 μL) was mixed with 1 M trehalose at a fixed volume of 30 μL and dripped onto nanotubes for preparation of implants. In this manner, each implant was loaded with 0, 0.3, 0.5, or 1.0 μg of $^{125}$I-BMP-2. All samples were pre-frozen at −80°C for 3 h prior to being lyophilized for 24 h in a FreeZone freeze-drier (Labconco, Kansas City, MO, USA). For the absorption group, the same $^{125}$I-BMP-2 solution without trehalose was physically dripped onto the TiO$_2$ nanotubes of the foil or implant (TiO$_2$-BMP-2), using the same method, for 30 min before use.

Scanning electron microscopy observations and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis

A Quanta 200 field-emission gun scanning electron microscope (SEM XL-30; Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) was employed to observe the surface morphology of the samples. All samples were sputter-coated with platinum prior to imaging for 1 min. Surface chemical characterization of the samples was performed using Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet Avatar 660; Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA), in the wavelength range of 600–4,000 cm⁻¹.

Ethics statement
All experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Experimental Ethics Committee of the Ninth People’s Hospital affiliated with the Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine and performed in accordance with standard animal research guidelines published by National Institutes of Health.

Cell culture
Six-week-old male Fisher 344 rats were obtained from the Ninth People’s Hospital Animal Center (Shanghai, China). BMSCs were isolated and cultured following established protocols, as previously described.²⁹ BMSCs were passaged twice before use.

Release profiles and bioactivity of BMP-2 in vitro
To investigate the release profiles of BMP-2 from nanotube layers, samples of various formulations (n=4) were washed with PBS and then incubated in 6-well plates containing 1 mL of DMEM (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; HyClone, Logan, UT, USA) per well at 37°C. The medium was sampled at 1 h and 1, 3, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28 days. At each time point, fresh DMEM was added after the medium was removed. The release of BMP-2 was quantified by analyzing the radioactivity of ¹²⁵I in the removed DMEM by employing a gamma counter (Shanghai Institute of Nuclear Instrument Factory, Shanghai, China). Finally, all ¹²⁵I counts were normalized to baseline after applying a correction for decay.

To investigate the bioactivity of BMP-2 released from TiO₂ nanotubes, releasates of culture from the first 7 days for each sample were collected together, and analysis of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity was performed employing the BMSCs. Cells (2×10⁴ cells/well) were seeded in 48-well plates. The concentration of BMP-2 releasates of each group was adjusted to 100 ng/mL according to the cumulative BMP-2 release of different formulations. Twenty-four hours after seeding, the medium was removed and replaced with DMEM (0.5 mL) containing 10% FBS with BMP-2 releasate (100 ng/mL). The medium alone and the same amount of fresh BMP-2 were employed as the negative (NC) and positive controls, respectively. On days 3, 7, and 14 after incubation, BMSCs were lysed with 0.05% Triton™X-100 (80 μL). Then, 20 μL of lysate was added to 100 μL of disodium p-nitrophenylphosphate hexahydrate (2 mg/mL) and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (0.75 M). ALP activity was estimated by monitoring the absorbance at 405 nm after incubation of the mixtures for 30 min at 37°C, and then normalized to the total protein content determined by employing bicinchoninic acid assays, as described previously.³⁰

Preservation of BMP-2 bioactivity from Lyo/Tre nanotubes
Samples (n=24) of TiO₂-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 were stored at −20°C, 4°C, or 25°C. Each sample was kept in a microcentrifuge tube and completely sealed. After storage for 2 or 5 weeks, samples of each group (n=4) were incubated in PBS, and BMP-2 releasate (100 ng/mL) was collected for the first 7 days to evaluate the BMP-2 bioactivity using ALP activity assays. On day 7, ALP activity was estimated as described in the previous section. To determine the change in BMP-2 bioactivity upon storage at different temperatures and durations, fresh BMP-2 without lyophilization was employed as a standard.

Proliferation of BMSCs exposed to different nanotube formulations
The proliferation of BMSCs cultured with different groups (TiO₂-BMP-2, TiO₂-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2) (n=4 per group) was investigated in a 6-well Transwell® system (0.4 μm; Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) on days 1, 3, 7, and 14. Cells were seeded in the lower wells at 10⁵ cells/well (0.5 mL), and the different nanotubes were placed in the upper wells. The culture medium was changed every 2 days. At designated time points, the cells were collected to quantify deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contents using the Hoechst 33258 dye (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) as previously described.³¹ Proliferation of BMSCs cocultured with no nanotubes were also assessed.

Effects of BMP-2-loaded nanotubes on the osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs
The osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs cultured with different formulations (TiO₂, TiO₂-BMP-2, and TiO₂-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2) (n=4 per group) was investigated in 6-well Transwell plates (0.4 μm). The culture medium was changed every 2 days. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) on days 3, 7, and 14. Highly purified gene-specific primers for runt-related transcription factor 2 (Runx2), osteopontin (OPN), osteocalcin (OCN), bone sialoprotein (BSP), ALP, and the housekeeping gene, GAPDH, were synthesized by Shengong Co., Ltd.
The expression levels of each bone-related gene and GAPDH at each time point were determined by real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) (7900HT sequence-detection system; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Data were analyzed using the comparative CT method and the results were expressed as transcript levels using the housekeeping gene GAPDH as the control for normalization. Analysis of endogenous bone-related gene expression was carried out by calculating the relative expression levels of genes compared with those in BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$ nanotubes.32

**Table 1** Nucleotide sequences of primers used for real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Primer sequence (5′–3′) (forward/reverse)</th>
<th>Product size (bp)</th>
<th>Annealing temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Accession number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runx2</td>
<td>TCTTCCAAAGCCAGACGCGGCACTGCTGCGGCTGCGGCTG</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_053470.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPN</td>
<td>CCAAGCTGGAACACACACAGCC</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_012881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCN</td>
<td>CAGTAAGTGGGTAGATAGCTCCG</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_013414.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>TGATGGAAACACGCTGGGA</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_012881.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALP</td>
<td>TCCCTGAACGCATAGCTCGCTAGCA</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_013059.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>GGCAGTACCGGACGACAG</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NM_017008.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Shanghai, China; Table 1). Micro-CT assay

The right femurs of 48 male Fisher 344 rats were implanted with the following 8 groups of implants (n=6 rats per group): TiO$_2$, TiO$_2$-0.3 μg BMP-2, TiO$_2$-0.5 μg BMP-2, TiO$_2$-1.0 μg BMP-2, TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre, TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-0.3 μg BMP-2, TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-0.5 μg BMP-2, and TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-1.0 μg BMP-2.

**Sequential fluorescent labeling**

A polychrome sequential fluorescent labeling method was performed to assess new bone formation and mineralization around the implants as described previously.33 Briefly, rats were injected intraperitoneally with 30 mg/kg Alizarin Red S (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) and 20 mg/kg calcein (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) at 2 and 6 weeks after implantation, respectively.

**Histomorphometric observations**

All specimens were denatured in ascending concentrations of ethanol 50%–100%, and then embedded in polymethylmethacrylate for undecalcified sectioning. Fully polymerized specimens were sectioned into 150-μm-thick sections using a Leica SP1600 saw microtome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) in an orientation nearly parallel to the long axis of the implants. All sections were subsequently ground and polished to a final thickness of ~30 μm for Alizarin Red S and calcein fluorescence imaging. Finally, the samples were stained with van Gieson’s picrofuchsin for subsequent histological analysis. Image-Pro Plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA) was used to evaluate the areas of new bone formed around the implants.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical comparisons were carried out using one-way analysis of variance and Student–Newman–Keuls test. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). All data are reported as
mean ± SD. Differences with \( p \)-values of <0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

**Surface observations and characterizations**

Surface views of TiO

\( _2 \) nanotubes are shown in Figure 1A, and those of TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2 (left) and TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2 (right) are shown in Figure 1B. The anodized TiO

\( _2 \) nanotube layer was distributed uniformly over the substrate with a diameter and length of ~100 and 400 nm, respectively. Relatively little amorphous glassy matrix remained on the surface of TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2, while a much larger amount was observed on the surface of TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2. The results for surface chemical characterization are shown in Figure 1C. The characteristic infrared (IR) bands were found at 600–710 cm

\(^{-1} \) for all the groups; the absorption peaks at 1,690 and 3,400 cm

\(^{-1} \) were only seen in groups of TiO

\( _2 \) and TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2.

**Figure 1** Characterization of TiO

\( _2 \) nanotubes and surface morphology, chemical characterization, BMP-2 release, and ALP activity assay in BMP-2-loaded nanotubes, and analysis of the stability of lyophilized BMP-2 with trehalose.

**Notes:** SEM images of (A) TiO

\( _2 \) nanotubes and (B) TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2 (left), TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2 (right). (C) FTIR spectra of TiO

\( _2 \), TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2, and TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2. (D) BMP-2 release profiles of TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2 and TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2. (E) ALP activity assays of BMSCs cocultured with BMP-2 releasates from TiO

\( _2 \)-BMP-2 and TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2 on days 3, 7, and 14. Fresh BMP-2 solution (100 ng/mL) was used as the PC, and medium only was used as the NC. (F) Stability of lyophilized BMP-2 on TiO

\( _2 \) nanotubes with trehalose. Evaluation of the percentage of BMP-2 bioactivity in lyophilized TiO

\( _2 \) nanotubes with trehalose under different temperature conditions. After 2 or 5 weeks of storage, 100 ng/mL of BMP-2 releasate from TiO

\( _2 \)-LyO-Tre-BMP-2 was collected for ALP activity assays. The same amount of fresh BMP-2 was compared as a standard for the ALP activity assay to determine the changes in protein bioactivity. **indicates significant differences between groups (\( p < 0.01 \)).

**Abbreviations:** ALP, alkaline phosphatase; BMP-2, bone morphogenetic protein-2; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; LyO, lyophilization; NC, negative control; PC, positive control; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; Tre, trehalose; TP, total protein; PNPP, p-nitrophenylphosphate.
In vitro release profiles of BMP-2 from TiO$_2$ nanotubes

The in vitro release kinetics of BMP-2 for different groups are shown in Figure 1D. BMP-2 was released from TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes in a sustained manner during the experiment; however, TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes exhibited an initial burst of BMP-2 release, followed by a slow release over days 3–28. Approximately 73% of the BMP-2 loaded on TiO$_2$ nanotubes was released over the first 3 days, whereas the equivalent amount of BMP-2 was released from TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre nanotubes over a period of 14 days.

Bioactivity of BMP-2 released from TiO$_2$ nanotubes

The bioactivities of BMP-2 released from different formulations are shown in Figure 1E. The equivalent amount of BMP-2 releasates from TiO$_2$-BMP-2 and TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes and from fresh BMP-2 exhibited significantly enhanced ALP activity compared with the NC ($p<0.01$) on days 3, 7, and 14. However, no significant differences were found in the bioactivities of BMP-2 among the releasates from the 3 formulations at each time point.

Stability of BMP-2 with Lyo/Tre

The bioactivity of BMP-2 loaded on TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes under different storage temperatures and times are shown in Figure 1F. After 2 weeks of storage at −20°C and 4°C and after 5 weeks of storage at −20°C, over 90% of the bioactivity of BMP-2 remained compared with that of fresh BMP-2. After 2 weeks of storage at 25°C and 5 weeks of storage at 4°C, BMP-2 retained about 85% of its bioactivity. After 5 weeks of storage at 25°C, the bioactivity of BMP-2 decreased to about 75%. The bioactivities of BMP-2 loaded on the TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes stored at 25°C for 2 or 5 weeks were significantly lower than those of the TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes stored at −20°C and 4°C during the same time frame ($p<0.01$).

Effects of culture with nanotubes on the proliferation of BMSCs

The proliferation of BMSCs cultured with medium only, TiO$_2$, TiO$_2$-BMP-2, or TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2, on days 1, 3, 7, and 14, was analyzed with a DNA-detection assay (Figure 2). The number of BMSCs following coculture with different groups increased over time and was nearly equal at each time point, indicating that the various nanotube formulations have no cytotoxicity.

Figure 2 Effects of culture with nanotubes on the proliferation of BMSCs.

Note: A DNA-based cell proliferation assay was used to analyze BMSCs cocultured with different nanotube types for 1, 3, 7, and 14 days.

Abbreviations: BMSCs, bone marrow stromal cells; BMP-2, bone morphogenetic protein-2; Lyo, lyophilization; Tre, trehalose.

Effects of culture with nanotubes on the osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs

The osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs cultured with different nanotube formulations (TiO$_2$, TiO$_2$-BMP-2, and TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2) was determined by RT quantitative PCR (Figure 3A–E). For BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes, the expression level of Runx2 mRNA was first upregulated at day 3 (9.7-fold), which increased continuously from days 7 (16.2-fold) to 14 (19.8-fold) (Figure 3A). OPN expression showed a dramatical rise from days 3 (24.8-fold) to 7 (56.2-fold) and then increased slightly from days 7 to 14 (64-fold) (Figure 3B). OCN, BSP, and ALP mRNA levels increased slightly at day 3 (4.9-, 16.9-, and 4.2-fold, respectively), followed by a marked increase between days 7 (11.4-, 38.7-, and 7.6-fold, respectively) and 14 (41.5-, 135.1-, and 18.3-fold, respectively) (Figure 3C–E). For BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes, the expressions of Runx2, OPN, OCN, BSP, and ALP mRNAs were similar to those in BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes; however, the fold increases were significantly lower on day 14 (12.2-, 39.9-, 20.1-, 68.3-, and 9.9-fold, respectively) ($p<0.01$). The expression levels of Runx2 (4.9- and 9.4-fold, respectively) and OPN (16.2- and 33.5-folds, respectively) mRNAs were also significantly lower than those in BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes on days 3 and 7 ($p<0.01$). Overall, the expression levels of osteogenic markers were significantly lower in BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$ nanotubes than in those cultured with the other 2 types of nanotubes at each time point ($p<0.01$).
In vivo bone formation around implants

Next, we examined the ability of BMP-2 delivered employing lyophilized TiO$_2$ nanotubes with additional trehalose (TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre) to reduce the BMP-2 dose needed for in vivo bone regeneration (Figures 4–6). The ability of BMP-2 to induce bone regeneration depends on the delivery system used. Micro-CT analysis (Figure 4), sequential fluorescent labeling analysis (Figure 5), and histological analysis (Figure 6) all revealed that various doses of BMP-2 delivered employing TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre led to significantly greater new bone formation around the implants than that achieved employing TiO$_2$ alone. The formation of new bone increased with the increase in BMP-2 dose in both groups. The newly formed bone areas in rats implanted with TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes containing 0.3 or 0.5 μg BMP-2 were approximately equal to those implanted with TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes containing...
0.5 or 1.0 μg BMP-2, respectively, indicating that delivery of a lower dose of BMP-2 by TiO\textsubscript{2}-Lyo-Tre nanotubes led to new bone formation similar to that of delivery of a higher dose of BMP-2 by TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes alone.

**Discussion**

BMP-2 has been used extensively to induce new bone formation;\textsuperscript{2-5} however, clinical application of BMP-2 requires high doses,\textsuperscript{6,7} which are associated with increased treatment costs and unwanted side effects, such as excessive immune responses, wound complications, and bone resorption.\textsuperscript{8-10,34} Therefore, an appropriate delivery system for reducing the dose of BMP-2 for bone regeneration is required. Recent studies have mainly focused on organic, inorganic, and synthetic carrier scaffolds. These carrier scaffolds include collagen sponges,\textsuperscript{35} calcium phosphate-based cements,\textsuperscript{36} polyactic acid, polyglycolide, and their copolymers.\textsuperscript{37} Although there are many suitable delivery carriers available, the optimal scaffold for BMP-2 delivery remains to be identified. Furthermore, our previous works have shown that BMP-2 or Lenti-BMP-2 lyophilized on scaffolds with trehalose enable long-term release of BMP-2 while retaining protein activity, thereby enhancing osteogenesis.\textsuperscript{25,26} However, it was not known whether delivery of BMP-2 based on Lyo/Tre could reduce the dose of BMP-2 required for effective bone regeneration. Here, we hypothesize that delivery systems for BMP-2 based on Lyo/Tre may be applied as an alternative method to develop a novel delivery system for the reduction of BMP-2 dose. In this study, we developed a novel delivery system based on Lyo/Tre to achieve efficient bone formation. The effects of these nanotubes on BMSC differentiation in vitro were demonstrated, and their implantation in rat femurs yielded significantly enhanced bone formation in vivo. Thus, our data provide important insights into the applications of TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes lyophilized with trehalose in bone regeneration and delivery of BMP-2.

A much larger amount of amorphous glassy matrix was observed on the surface of TiO\textsubscript{2}-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 than on that of TiO\textsubscript{2}-BMP-2. This discrepancy between the 2 formulations under SEM observation might be attributed to trehalose. Each foil (TiO\textsubscript{2}-BMP-2, TiO\textsubscript{2}-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2) was loaded with 6 μg of BMP-2, while for TiO\textsubscript{2}-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2, 3×10^{-5} mol (1.1×10^{4} μg) trehalose was added as a protectant.

As shown in the FTIR spectra of different formulations, the characteristic IR bands were found at 600–710 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for all the groups, proving the existence of Ti–O bonds in the TiO\textsubscript{2} lattice. However, the absorption peaks at 1,690 and 3,400 cm\textsuperscript{-1} were only found in groups of TiO\textsubscript{2} and TiO\textsubscript{2}-BMP-2,
which were attributed to the bending mode of OH and the stretching vibration of surface hydroxyl and absorbed water, indicating that no water molecules existed on the surface of TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes. These may be attributed to the lyophilization process.

As a BMP-2 delivery system, TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes facilitated sustained release, persistent bioactivity, and higher stability of BMP-2; these features are important for enhanced bone regeneration. Compared with the bolus release of BMP-2 from TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes, TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes were associated with slow, prolonged BMP-2 release. This release kinetics of difference between the 2 formulations could be due to the high binding affinity of BMP-2 with titanium-based materials, caused by lyophilization. Additionally, we found that the bioactivity of BMP-2 released from TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes was preserved, similar to that of fresh BMP-2. Although adsorbed BMP-2 also maintained its bioactivity, the osteogenesis of BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-BMP-2 was statistically lower than that of BMSCs cultured with TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2.

Figure 5 Sequential fluorescent labeling and histomorphometric analysis of the fluorochrome area.

Notes: (A) New bone formation and mineralization were determined by Alizarin Red S (red) and calcine (green) staining, indicating the mineralization level at week 2 and week 6 after operation, respectively. (B and C) Histomorphometric analysis of the area of bone stained with the two fluorochromes. ** indicates significant differences between groups (p < 0.01).

Abbreviations: BMP-2, bone morphogenetic protein-2; Lyo, lyophilization; Tre, trehalose.
This result indicates that the BMP-2 release profiles play a key role in promoting osteogenic differentiation of cells. For promotion of the osteogenesis of BMSCs, release of BMP-2 in a sustained manner is more effective. Accordingly, sustained release of BMP-2 with maintained bioactivity has been shown to improve the osteogenic ability of BMP-2. Moreover, long-term delivery of BMP-2 over a period of 4 weeks was shown to induce a significantly higher amount of newly-formed bone than the same quantity of BMP-2 released over 3 days. Other research studies have found that BMP-2 does not induce a significant amount of new bone formation when released over 7 days. These results may be partially explained by the observation that sustained release of BMP-2 can enhance the long-term osteogenesis and migration of progenitor cells or mesenchymal stem cells for several weeks; these processes are necessary for successful new bone formation.

Growth factors are inactivated easily by storage at different temperatures and for different durations; however, few studies have been performed to assess the bioactivities of growth factors that were loaded onto delivery systems for bone regeneration. In 1 study, 60% of the bioactivity of growth factors absorbed on a Ca-P cement scaffold was preserved after storage at room temperature for 5 weeks. However, the release profiles of the loaded growth factors were not explored. In the present study, our delivery system based on Lyo/Tre was found to preserve the bioactivity of BMP-2 during the preparation process of the implant, as well as to facilitate the maintenance of over 75% of BMP-2 bioactivity at 25°C for at least 5 weeks. By retaining the stability of bioactive growth factors, new delivery systems based on Lyo/Tre may improve the capacity for regeneration of new bone tissue in various clinical applications.

Compared with TiO₂-BMP-2 nanotubes, TiO₂-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes promoted the sustained release, maintained bioactivity, and stability of BMP-2; these effects were thought to be conferred by Lyo/Tre. Lyophilization is an effective method for increasing the physical and chemical stability of biomolecules. However, some growth factors may undergo irreversible structural changes during the freezing and drying process, resulting in inactivation of the biomolecule. In order to prevent such inactivation, we and others have used trehalose as a protectant. The ionic interactions between positively charged cavities in BMP-2 molecules and negatively charged polysaccharide chains in trehalose molecules increase the binding affinity between BMP-2 and trehalose. The lyophilization process further generates an enhanced high-binding affinity between BMP-2/Tre and Ti-based materials. This synergistic effect...
may be responsible for the sustained release of BMP-2 observed from TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes.

The bone formation efficacy of BMP-2 delivered by TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 nanotubes was superior to that of BMP-2 delivered by TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes. Doses of 0.3 and 0.5 µg BMP-2 delivered by TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre-BMP-2 elicited bone formation efficacies similar to those of 0.5 and 1.0 µg BMP-2 delivered by TiO$_2$-BMP-2 nanotubes, respectively. Thus, the enhanced bone regeneration capacity of BMP-2 delivered using a system based on Lyo/Tre is expected to permit the use of lower doses of BMP-2 for successful new bone formation, thereby reducing the severity of side effects induced by high doses of BMP-2.

**Conclusion**

In summary, delivery of BMP-2 using TiO$_2$-Lyo-Tre nanotubes promoted greater osteogenic differentiation of BMSCs in vitro and enhanced bone regeneration in vivo than delivery of BMP-2 using TiO$_2$ nanotubes alone. Importantly, BMP-2 delivery employing the present Lyo/Tre-based system could reduce the dose of BMP-2 needed for effective bone regeneration through the sustained release, persistent bioactivity, and better stability of BMP-2. Therefore, delivery of BMP-2 using the Lyo/Tre-based system may be an effective method for reducing the required dose of BMP-2 for bone regeneration and suppressing unwanted side effects induced by the administration of high doses of BMP-2.
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